**ITALY’S MAGNIFICENT LAKE DISTRICT**

Dear Spartan Alumni and Friends,

Join us on a spectacular journey to Italy’s Magnificent Lake District, a region celebrated for its natural beauty, sumptuous cuisine and captivating, timeless atmosphere. Stay in Stresa, a lovely village nestled near the shores of Lake Maggiore and enjoy tranquil afternoons bathing in golden sunlight.

For eight days, visit picturesque lakeside towns, romantic cobblestone streets, elegant palaces and a delightful village market, marvel at stone villas and walk through gardens and sleepy villages, all while embracing the region’s history, art and architecture. Along the way, discover Italy’s cosmopolitan pastime and how new cooking skills during a hands-on cooking demonstration. Come to Italy and indulge in the intimate grandeur of lakeside life!

This trip combines the security, ease and value of group travel with opportunities for independent exploration. Enjoy the camaraderie of traveling with a group and, during your free time, feel the thrill of making your own discovery. Whether this exclusive journey is limited, and the trip is sure to set you up, so make your reservations today!

Go Green!

Regina Cross BS ’91
Director of Alumni Travel
Michigan State University Alumni Office
888-957-2063

We strongly suggest purchasing travel insurance. Travel insurance information will be sent to you with your email confirmation from the MSU Alumni Office.
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Michigan State University Alumni Office
June 20-28, 2023
Other dates available upon request
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Dear Spartan Alumni and Friends,

Join us on a spectacular journey to Italy’s Magnificent Lake District, a region celebrated for its natural beauty, sumptuous cuisine and captivating lakeside atmosphere. Stay in Stresa, a lovely village nestled near the shores of Lake Maggiore and enjoy tranquil afternoons bathed in golden sunlight.

For eight days, visit picturesque small towns like practicalities, marvel at ancient ruins and cobblestone villages, marvel at splendid vistas and walk through gardens and sleepy villages, all while embracing the region’s history, art and architecture. Along the way, discover lakeside castles, vineyards and fine dining, all at a leisurely pace.

This trip combines the security, ease and value of group travel with opportunities for independence and exploration. Enjoy the camaraderie of traveling with a group and, during your free time, feel the thrill of making your own discoveries! Space on this exclusive journey is limited, and the trip is sure to sell out quickly, so make your reservations today!

Go Green!

Regina Cross
Director of Alumni Travel
Michigan State University Alumni Office
888-857-2863

We strongly suggest purchasing travel insurance. Travel insurance information will be sent to you with your email confirmation from the MSU Alumni Office.

AHI Travel
833-303-1333
michst.ahitravel.com

Experience the magic of Italy’s Lake District and indulge in the dolce vita!
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we rediscover a global community more eager than ever to engage.

AHI invests in each destination, its people and local ways of life.

places and cultures, especially at this important time in history. By Milan, witnessing an enticing land like no other.

Gaze in wonder at Embrace Enjoy a hotel's rooftop lounge.
admiring views from your Stresa's cooking session.
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and exotic gardens of the San Giulio.

Next, you have Isola Bella, "The Beautiful tour of the lush English-style gardens. Embrace

Today, you enter Lake Maggiore to Isola Madre, the largest transformed these tranquil islands into retreats and exotic gardens of the legendary Isola San Giulio.

This evening, join your fellow travelers for a welcome dinner.

Discovery: A journey to recover your own self and pursue your unique interests during an interactive cooking lesson or wine tasting.

Buon appetito!

Day 7 | Bellagio | Como

Breathe in the fresh air, sit back and let the

Cruising Lake Como.

Note: Itinerary may change due to local conditions.

Day 8 | Stresa |

Make memories of your Italian

Cruise – Tipping of guides and drivers.

Learn more as they guide you through the reservation process.

Please call or visit our website to review the

rated all of our excursions with activity levels
to ensure you choose the itinerary that works best for you.

We want you to have a comfortable and

journey by coach and boat.

Do not hallucinate.

AHI Travel Expertise

includes meals at a lakeside restaurant.

Cruising Lake Maggiore.

Flavors of Italy.

Enrichment:

Journey by coach and

Flights and transfers included for AHI FlexAir

Hotel guest room

AHI Sustainability Promise:

Accountability:

Not applicable.

not available from AHI, except as otherwise indicated.

Built for u.s. residents.

See all terms and conditions.

Local immersion.

local lecturers open your eyes to history, culture and current

understanding of the local scene.

informed, enthusiastic local guides who understand the needs of our

Discovery: AHI offers a variety of enriching 
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Explore the pleasant town center around Stresa’s alluring mix of history and heritage.

Day 8 | Como

Upon arrival in Como, join your group for a walking tour, beginning at Piazza Cavour. Continue to the museum at La Scala, Italy’s opulent opera house. See the 14th-century Duomo, a flamboyant façade with 2,244 marble saints and nearly 100 scowling marble cherubs. Inside, admire the tombs of Como’s famous composers. This tour takes you far, but not too far, with firm walking shoes to combat your cobblestones.

Bellagio | Como

Cruise to Charms of Lake Como. Striking off on your own to enjoy Bellagio’s beauty will give you a break from the group. The Development of the Borromean Islands. Explore the pleasant town center around Stresa’s alluring mix of history and heritage.
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Day 7 | Free Time:

Upon arrival in Como, join your group for a walking tour, beginning at Piazza Cavour. Continue to the museum at La Scala, Italy’s opulent opera house. See the 14th-century Duomo, a flamboyant façade with 2,244 marble saints and nearly 100 scowling marble cherubs. Inside, admire the tombs of Como’s famous composers. This tour takes you far, but not too far, with firm walking shoes to combat your cobblestones.

Day 8 | Free Time:

Upon arrival in Como, join your group for a walking tour, beginning at Piazza Cavour. Continue to the museum at La Scala, Italy’s opulent opera house. See the 14th-century Duomo, a flamboyant façade with 2,244 marble saints and nearly 100 scowling marble cherubs. Inside, admire the tombs of Como’s famous composers. This tour takes you far, but not too far, with firm walking shoes to combat your cobblestones.
Above: The Last Supper  |  Right: Orta San Giulio

you to open a new chapter in Italy. Our first page is Stresa, an
town of the Borromean Islands, a place where the regional expertise shines
and places and cultures, especially at this important time in history. By
Enriching and transformative, our journeys deliver new insights as
we partner with knowledgeable guides and lecturers.

What sets this travel adventure apart from others is AHI’s

The value of the AHI journey is rooted in the personalized

Designed for you, the curious traveler, this AHI journey invites

Admire the gorgeous villas

Enjoy a scenic drive
to lakefront scenery.

Buon appetito!

Lake District.

Stresa’s alluring mix of history and heritage.

Note:

See terms and conditions for U.S. residents.

USC UNESCO World Sites

Milan sits along with “The Last Supper” and Leonardo da Vinci’s

Explore Brera and Via Montenapoleone, the city’s most fashionable

once a day in Stresa, Italy. Our sprawling

Milan, witnessing an enticing land like no other.

French food is to

Buon appetito!

Lake Como.
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an unforgettable travel experience.

AHI Travel Connectors:

Lake Orta and San Giulio.

Lake Maggiore.
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Upon arrival, transfer to Stresa and check in to your lakefront hotel.
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Lake Orta.

Lake Maggiore.

Lake Maggiore is the largest lake in Italy, filled with three
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We also partner with knowledgeable guides and lecturers, who are ready to share their passion for their country with you. Warm and genuine, they're educated and curious travelers. We intentionally seek out the people who live there to help you assess this program's physical demands and enjoy a comfortable and enjoyable experience. That's why we have AHI experts on the road at all times to help you through the itinerary for full details about our activity levels.

The value of the AHI journey is rooted in the personalized care you receive from AHI's Travel Directors. Their thoughtfulness and enthusiasm about welcoming you to another culture are incomparable. As you absorb every detail so you focus on the wonder before you, you'll discover the local cuisine, history, culture, architecture, and natural beauty of the region. They are excellent guides, eager to help you make the most of your trip, and will provide you with a unique and unforgettable vacation experience.

Enrichment:

- Cruise to the enchanting Isola San Giulio, all to yourself! Enjoy an exclusive visit to the Benedictine abbey, featuring the 11th-century church and houses Europe's largest sundial, a brass strip mounted on a marble saints and nearly 100 scowling faces. View the church's celebrated frescoes, including a detail by Veronese and a copy of Vermeer's "The Milkmaid."
- Indulge in Italy's perfect "enoteca," a wine bar featuring palaces and landscaped gardens.
- Wine tours: Many regional wines use homegrown flavors and local ingredients. Enjoy a tour of a local winery and taste the wine as you sample the regional cuisine.
- Free Time: Spend time at leisure having lunch at a lakeside restaurant. The Hotel La Palma is centrally located on the banks of Lake Maggiore. The property offers a stylish restaurant, a stunning rooftop lounge, a private beach, and a lakeside pool with superb views.
- Discovery: Cruising Lake Como, take a leisurely stroll along the lakeside promenade!
- Bellagio: Enjoy a walking tour, beginning at Piazza Cavour. From afar, the majestic Alps stand sentry. Breathe in the fresh air, sit back and let your imagination wander.
- Garda: Experience the unforgettable view of the Garda lakeside from the Arco bridge.
- Stresa: Transfer to Milan airport for the return flight. We'll return your baggage to Milan airport for you.
- Note: Excursions on this program require a minimum of 8 participants to go. If the minimum is not met, your Travel Director will advise you of the possibility of cancellation at least 14 days prior to travel.

In the morning, prepare for the return flight. Go to your gate and enjoy your flight back home. You can relax in the airport or explore the shops and local cafes before you fly back home. Thank you for flying with AHI and we hope to welcome you on another journey with us in the future.

A Note on Activity Levels

We know how important it is to you to plan the vacation of your dreams, but we understand that all of our activities with activity levels are a guide to your trip and not an exact guide to your physical abilities. Depending on the excursion, you may feel more or less fatigued. Please call or visit our website to review our fitness levels and find the excursion that is right for you. You are welcome to return any non-used guided activities to your Travel Director.

OCCURRENCIES:

- Free Time: Spend time at leisure having lunch at a lakeside restaurant. The Hotel La Palma is centrally located on the banks of Lake Maggiore. The property offers a stylish restaurant, a stunning rooftop lounge, a private beach, and a lakeside pool with superb views.
- Discovery: Cruising Lake Como, take a leisurely stroll along the lakeside promenade!
- Bellagio: Enjoy a walking tour, beginning at Piazza Cavour. From afar, the majestic Alps stand sentry. Breathe in the fresh air, sit back and let your imagination wander.
- Garda: Experience the unforgettable view of the Garda lakeside from the Arco bridge.
- Stresa: Transfer to Milan airport for the return flight. We'll return your baggage to Milan airport for you.
- Note: Excursions on this program require a minimum of 8 participants to go. If the minimum is not met, your Travel Director will advise you of the possibility of cancellation at least 14 days prior to travel.

In the morning, prepare for the return flight. Go to your gate and enjoy your flight back home. You can relax in the airport or explore the shops and local cafes before you fly back home. Thank you for flying with AHI and we hope to welcome you on another journey with us in the future.
Dear Spartan Alumni and Friends,

Join us on an unforgettable journey to Italy’s Magnificent Lake District, a region celebrated for its natural beauty, charming lakeside villages, and captivating lakeside atmosphere. Stay in Stresa, a lovely village nestled near the shores of Lake Maggiore and enjoy tranquil afternoons bathed in golden sunlight.

For eight days, visit picturesque villages, sample local foods, and explore the region’s history, art, and architecture. Along the way, discover Lake Maggiore’s cosmopolitan ambiance and enjoy new cooking skills during a hands-on cooking demonstration. Come to Italy and indulge in the ultimate travel experience!

This trip combines the security, ease and value of group travel with opportunities for independent exploration. Enjoy the camaraderie of traveling with a group, and, during your free time, feel the thrill of making your own discoveries! Space on this exclusive journey is limited, and the trip is sure to sell out quickly, so make your reservations today!

Go Green!

Regina Cross BS ’91
Director of Alumni Travel
Michigan State University Alumni Office
888-957-2663

We strongly suggest purchasing travel insurance. Travel insurance information will be sent to you with your email confirmation from the MSU Alumni Office.

PROGRAM DATES
Air Program dates: June 20–28, 2023
Land Program dates: June 21–28, 2023

LAND PROGRAM
Full Price Special Savings Special Price*
Garden View $4,595 $250 $4,345
Lake View $4,645 $250 $4,395

*Special Price valid if booked by the date found on the address panel.

Let us arrange your flights!

I/We would like to request ________ place(s).

Let us arrange your flights with AHI FlexAir!

Our experts are ready to assist you in booking flights. Our personalized air program offers the following advantages:

• price guarantee to protect you from last minute price increases after travel has been confirmed
• round-trip airfare on major U.S. and international carriers
• service and departure transfers
• flexibility to change or cancel your reservations without penalty up to 60 days before departure on most flights
• assistance in the event of schedule changes or delays

Travel stress-free with AHI FlexAir!

TRAVEL WITH CONFIDENCE

Experience this hands-on adventure and discover this region’s unique travel experience. Your dedicated travel team will ensure a trip packed with exclusive activities and security.

To offer you added peace of mind, we have included a variety of travel enhancements, including:

• Personalized Travel Assistance covers for air and travel-related contingencies: involuntary flight cancellations, trip delays, and trip interruptions
• Increased booking flexibility and relaxed cancellation penalties
• Two-night support at travel accommodations

For more information, please contact our travel experts at 833-303-1333.

Italy’s Magnificent Lake District

North America’s leading provider of inspirational educational and cultural travel programs that delight travelers.

• Experienced Travel Directors who lead every trip
• An exceptional travel value
• Unique access to local sites
• Flexibility and control
• Safety and security

For eight days, visit picturesque villages, sample local foods, and explore the region’s history, art, and architecture. Along the way, discover Lake Maggiore’s cosmopolitan ambiance and enjoy new cooking skills during a hands-on cooking demonstration. Come to Italy and indulge in the ultimate travel experience!

This trip combines the security, ease and value of group travel with opportunities for independent exploration. Enjoy the camaraderie of traveling with a group, and, during your free time, feel the thrill of making your own discoveries! Space on this exclusive journey is limited, and the trip is sure to sell out quickly, so make your reservations today!

Go Green!

Regina Cross BS ’91
Director of Alumni Travel
Michigan State University Alumni Office
888-957-2663

We strongly suggest purchasing travel insurance. Travel insurance information will be sent to you with your email confirmation from the MSU Alumni Office.

833-303-1333 michst.ahitravel.com

Seeourwebsite fordetails

Michigan State University Alumni Office
June 20–28, 2023
Other dates available upon request
Dear Spartan Alumni and Friends,

Join us on a spectacular journey to Italy’s Magnificent Lake District, a region celebrated for its natural beauty, sumptuous cuisine and captivating, timeless atmosphere. Stay in Stresa, a lovely village nestled near the shores of Lake Maggiore and enjoy evening al fresco dinners bathed in golden sunlight.

For eight days, visit picturesque lakeside towns, romantic cobblestone streets, quaint villages and walk through gardens and sleepy villages, all while embracing the region’s history and architecture. Along the way, discover Bellagio’s cosmopolitan atmosphere and hone new cooking skills during a hands-on cooking demonstration. Come to Italy and indulge in the ultimate luxury: la dolce vita!

Join us on this once-in-a-lifetime trip to Italy’s Magnificent Lake District, a region celebrated for its natural beauty, sumptuous cuisine and captivating, timeless atmosphere. Stay in Stresa, a lovely village nestled near the shores of Lake Maggiore and enjoy evening al fresco dinners bathed in golden sunlight. For eight days, visit picturesque lakeside towns, romantic cobblestone streets, quaint villages and walk through gardens and sleepy villages, all while embracing the region’s history and architecture. Along the way, discover Bellagio’s cosmopolitan atmosphere and hone new cooking skills during a hands-on cooking demonstration. Come to Italy and indulge in the ultimate luxury: la dolce vita!

Dear Spartan Alumni and Friends,

Join us on a spectacular journey to Italy’s Magnificent Lake District, a region celebrated for its natural beauty, sumptuous cuisine and captivating, timeless atmosphere. Stay in Stresa, a lovely village nestled near the shores of Lake Maggiore and enjoy evening al fresco dinners bathed in golden sunlight.

For eight days, visit picturesque lakeside towns, romantic cobblestone streets, quaint villages and walk through gardens and sleepy villages, all while embracing the region’s history and architecture. Along the way, discover Bellagio’s cosmopolitan atmosphere and hone new cooking skills during a hands-on cooking demonstration. Come to Italy and indulge in the ultimate luxury: la dolce vita!

Join us on this once-in-a-lifetime trip to Italy’s Magnificent Lake District, a region celebrated for its natural beauty, sumptuous cuisine and captivating, timeless atmosphere. Stay in Stresa, a lovely village nestled near the shores of Lake Maggiore and enjoy evening al fresco dinners bathed in golden sunlight. For eight days, visit picturesque lakeside towns, romantic cobblestone streets, quaint villages and walk through gardens and sleepy villages, all while embracing the region’s history and architecture. Along the way, discover Bellagio’s cosmopolitan atmosphere and hone new cooking skills during a hands-on cooking demonstration. Come to Italy and indulge in the ultimate luxury: la dolce vita!

Join us on this once-in-a-lifetime trip to Italy’s Magnificent Lake District, a region celebrated for its natural beauty, sumptuous cuisine and captivating, timeless atmosphere. Stay in Stresa, a lovely village nestled near the shores of Lake Maggiore and enjoy evening al fresco dinners bathed in golden sunlight. For eight days, visit picturesque lakeside towns, romantic cobblestone streets, quaint villages and walk through gardens and sleepy villages, all while embracing the region’s history and architecture. Along the way, discover Bellagio’s cosmopolitan atmosphere and hone new cooking skills during a hands-on cooking demonstration. Come to Italy and indulge in the ultimate luxury: la dolce vita!

Join us on a spectacular journey to Italy’s Magnificent Lake District, a region celebrated for its natural beauty, sumptuous cuisine and captivating, timeless atmosphere. Stay in Stresa, a lovely village nestled near the shores of Lake Maggiore and enjoy evening al fresco dinners bathed in golden sunlight. For eight days, visit picturesque lakeside towns, romantic cobblestone streets, quaint villages and walk through gardens and sleepy villages, all while embracing the region’s history and architecture. Along the way, discover Bellagio’s cosmopolitan atmosphere and hone new cooking skills during a hands-on cooking demonstration. Come to Italy and indulge in the ultimate luxury: la dolce vita!

Join us on a spectacular journey to Italy’s Magnificent Lake District, a region celebrated for its natural beauty, sumptuous cuisine and captivating, timeless atmosphere. Stay in Stresa, a lovely village nestled near the shores of Lake Maggiore and enjoy evening al fresco dinners bathed in golden sunlight. For eight days, visit picturesque lakeside towns, romantic cobblestone streets, quaint villages and walk through gardens and sleepy villages, all while embracing the region’s history and architecture. Along the way, discover Bellagio’s cosmopolitan atmosphere and hone new cooking skills during a hands-on cooking demonstration. Come to Italy and indulge in the ultimate luxury: la dolce vita!

Join us on this once-in-a-lifetime trip to Italy’s Magnificent Lake District, a region celebrated for its natural beauty, sumptuous cuisine and captivating, timeless atmosphere. Stay in Stresa, a lovely village nestled near the shores of Lake Maggiore and enjoy evening al fresco dinners bathed in golden sunlight. For eight days, visit picturesque lakeside towns, romantic cobblestone streets, quaint villages and walk through gardens and sleepy villages, all while embracing the region’s history and architecture. Along the way, discover Bellagio’s cosmopolitan atmosphere and hone new cooking skills during a hands-on cooking demonstration. Come to Italy and indulge in the ultimate luxury: la dolce vita!
Dear Spartan Alumni and Friends,

Join us on a spectacular journey to Italy’s Magnificent Lake District, a region celebrated for its natural beauty, sumptuous cuisine and captivating, timeless atmosphere. Stay in Stresa, a lively village nestled near the shores of Lake Maggiore and enjoy formal dinners followed by golden sunsets.

For eight days, visit picturesque islands, historic lakefront cobblestones, marvel at splendid views and walk through gardens and sleepy villages, all while savoring the region’s history, art and architecture. Along the way, discover Bellagio’s cosmopolitan energy and farm new cooking skills during a hands-on cooking demonstration. Come to Milan and indulge in the ultimate gastronomic taste test.

This trip combines the security, ease and value of group travel with opportunities for independent exploration. Enjoy the camaraderie of traveling with a group and, during your free time, feel the thrill of making your own discovery spaces. On this exclusive journey is limited, and the trip is sure to sell out quickly, so make your reservations today!

Go Green,

Regina Cross
Director of Alumni Travel
Michigan State University Alumni Office
888-957-2863

We strongly suggest purchasing travel insurance. Travel insurance information will be sent to you with your email confirmation from the MSU Alumni Office.

Sponsorship by:

Sponsored by:

Michigan State University Alumni Office
June 20–28, 2023

Other dates available upon request

For reservations call 833-303-1333

michst.ahitravel.com